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We present magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of liquid sodium flow with the
PLUTO compressible MHD code. We investigate the influence of the remnant
magnetic field orientation and intensity, impinging velocity field due to Ekman
pumping as well as the impeller dimensions on the magnetic field collimation by
helical flows in between the impeller blades. For a simplified cartesian geometry we
model the flow dynamics of a multi-blades impeller inspired by the Von-Ka´rma´n-
Sodium (VKS) experiment. The study shows that a remnant magnetic field oriented
in the toroidal direction is the less efficient configuration to collimate the magnetic
field, although if the radial or vertical components are not negligible the collimation
is significantly improved. If the intensity of the remnant magnetic field increases
the system magnetic energy is larger but the magnetic field collimation efficiency
is the same, so the gain of magnetic energy is smaller as the remnant magnetic
field intensity increases. The magnetic field collimation is modified if the impinging
velocity field changes: the collimation is weaker if the impinging velocity increases
from Γ = 0.8 to 0.9, slightly larger if the impinging velocity decreases from Γ = 0.8
to 0.7. The analysis of the impeller dimensions points out that the most efficient
configuration to collimate the magnetic field requires a ratio between impeller blade
height and base longitude between 0.375 - 0.5. The largest enhancement of the hy-
pothetical α2 dynamo loop, compared to the hypothetical Ω-α dynamo loop, is
observed for the model that mimics TM 73 impeller configuration rotating in the
unscooping direction with a remnant magnetic field of 10−3 T orientated in the
radial or vertical direction. The optimization trends obtained in the parametric
analysis are also confirmed in simulations with higher resolution and turbulence
degree.
PACS numbers: 47.20.Ky, 47.27.-i, 47.27.Cn
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamo effect consists in the transformation of mechanical energy to magnetic en-
ergy3,21, the main source of magnetic fields in the nature1,2. The dynamo action takes place
in celestial bodies such as the Sun22, galaxies23 and the Earth24. In the dynamo action,
toroidal and poloidal components of the magnetic field are coupled via complex conductive
fluid flows by the dynamo loop, that consists in the regeneration of the toroidal field from
the poloidal field and vice-versa.
The dynamo field can be analyzed in the framework of the mean field dynamo theory2,25,
based on the classical α effect driven by helicoidal motions (helical turbulence) and the Ω
effect linked to the differential rotation (large scale shear flows) of the system. If the large
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scale shear flows are weak, for example in full convective stars such as spectral class M stars
with a mass smaller than 0.35 times the mass of the Sun and anti-solar differential rotation
(faster rotation in the poles respect to the equator), recent numerical simulations show the
generation of α2 dynamos in the buoyancy-dominated regime because the helical turbulence
is dominant so the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field components are regenerated via the
α effect28,29. On the other side, if there is a balance between turbulent and meridional flows,
the Ω effect mainly regenerates the magnetic field toroidal component andan α−Ω dynamo
is observed30,31. If the turbulent flows are dominant although the differential rotation of
the system is non negligible, both α and Ω effects are important in the toroidal magnetic
field regeneration so an α2 − Ω dynamo is triggered32–34.
The dynamo regime can be identified by the magnetic Prandtl number Pm, the ratio of
kinetic viscosity and magnetic diffusivity. If Pm ≪ 1, we describe the dense plasma of the
Sun or liquid metal experiments where the magnetic field is large enough to affect the fluid
motions3. On the other hand, if Pm ≫ 1 we study a hot diffuse plasma in the interstellar
medium or galaxy clusters, where the field enhancement is caused by the stretching of the
magnetic field by the fluid motion27.
A common way to study the dynamo action regime of important astrophysical or geo-
physical systems is with numerical models4–6, although the applicability of such models is
limited and must be complemented by experiment, for example liquid metal experiments.
Among them, the Von-Ka´rma´n-Sodium (VKS) experiment consists in a cylindrical container
of diameter 0.578 m and length 0.604 m filled with liquid sodium, where two 300 kW engines
power up two co- or counter rotating co-axial propellers driving the liquid metal flows. The
VKS experiment level of turbulence is comparable to celestial bodies, so ”turbulence” could
be the dominant mechanism for the generation of magnetic fields in both cases8,9. Such a
mechanism is driven by the interaction of the differential rotation and the non-axisymmetric
velocity perturbations7, or the self-interaction of the helical perturbations10.
The source of turbulence in the VKS experiment is the counter-rotation of two impellers
(i.e. disks fitted with blades). Above a critical rotation frequency a dipolar magnetic field
aligned with the symmetry axis of the set-up is spontaneously generated. It should be noted
that the magnetic field is an axial dipole in average due to the presence of non-axisymmetric
components driven by the flow turbulent fluctuations. Previous studies have shown that the
dynamo threshold is at least 2 to 3 times smaller if the blades and/or the disks are made of
copper, with large electrical conductivity, or with stainless steel15, pointing out the essential
effect of the impeller material in the dynamo mechanism9,11,12,35. In addition, other studies
revealed that if the curvature of the blades increases or the blade is made of magnetized
ferromagnetic material the dynamo threshold decreases19. In previous communications the
authors demonstrated that models with perfect ferromagnetic boundary conditions lead to a
larger collimation of the magnetic field and a higher magnetic energy content of the system.
These trends were confirmed in models with enhanced turbulence level in the fluctuating
regime, therefore ferromagnetic configurations are the most interesting from the point of
view of the experiment optimization13,14.
The present communication is dedicated to study the magnetic field collimation by helical
flows in between the impeller blades for a model inspired in VKS experiment. We analyze
the dependency of the magnetic field collimation with the orientation and intensity of the
remnant magnetic field (RMF), different impinging velocity fields due to Ekman pumping,
as well as the impeller base and blades dimensions. The aim of the analysis is to identify the
parameter space that leads to the most efficient magnetic field collimation and the largest
generation of magnetic fields, required to optimize VKS experiment operation. We use
Magneto-HydroDynamic (MHD) numerical simulations in a simplified geometry mimicking
the flow structure in the vicinity of a ferromagnetic impeller.
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II. NUMERICAL MODEL
We use the PLUTO code with a resistive and viscous MHD single fluid model in 3D
Cartesian coordinates16. The VKS experiment geometry and the simulation domain are
plotted in Figure 1. We simulate the helical flows near the impeller region in between two
blades, with X, Y and Z directions corresponding to local azimuthal (toroidal), radial and
vertical (poloidal) directions. For simplicity, we consider straight blades instead of curved
blades and walls without thickness. The orange surfaces on Figure 1A and B represent the
blades (at X= 0 and X= 2), the brown surface the impeller disk (at Z= 0) and the gray
surface the cylinder outer wall (at Y= 4). In the models with different impeller base size
”D”, X value can be 1, 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5. Blade’s geometry is taken into account via the
velocity boundary condition, through Γ, the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal mean velocity
that varies from 0.9 to 0.46 as the blade’s curvature is changed from 34o (unscooping sense
of rotation) to −34o(scooping sense of rotation), see table I and figure 3 of [F. Ravelet,
2005]. To analyze the effect of the impinging velocity field due to Ekman pumping we
performed simulations with Γ = 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9. In addition, in several models we changed
the blade height ”L” using L = 0.75, 1.0 and 1.25 m fixing the Ekman pumping.
We impose in the impeller base and blades perfect ferromagnetic boundary conditions
( ~B × ~n = ~0, with ~n the surface unitary vector), null velocity and constant slope (Neumann
boundary conditions) for the density (ρ) and pressure (p). We only consider perfect ferro-
magnetic boundary conditions because the aim of the analysis is to find the optimization
trend of VKS experiment, and a ferromagnetic impeller is the configuration that shows the
most efficient magnetic field collimation. For the wall at Y = 4 and at the other boundaries,
the magnetic field is fixed to 10−3T and oriented in the azimuthal ~X direction, mimicking
an azimuthal disk magnetization observed in the VKS experiment17. The value of 10−3T
has been chosen to match the order of magnitude of the remnant magnetic field observed
in the impeller, after a dynamo has been switched off. In several models the RMF is varied
to half, 5 or 10 times this value, and the orientation can be in the radial ~Y and vertical
~Z direction, with the aim to analyze the role of the RMF orientation and intensity on the
magnetic field collimation. The RMF orientation and intensity depends on the magnetic
field generated by the dynamo. Within the planes Z= 2 and X= 0 (outside the blade), the
velocity is fixed to ~V = (10, 0,−10Γ) m/s, mimicking the impinging velocity field due to
Ekman pumping towards the impeller. Outflow velocity conditions are imposed in the plane
X= 2 (outside the blade) and in the plane Z= 0 (outside the impeller base). Velocity is null
on the impeller and the container wall. This is a simple model of the expected global flow
driven by the impellers rotation. We do not consider any further feedback effect between
the system global flow and the local setup. This simplified model serves as an idealized
representation of the cavity in between the impeller blades of the VKS experiment. It has
been chosen with the sole purpose to model high degree of turbulence in this cavity using
high resolution, not easily accessible in global setups. The density is fixed to 931 kg/m3 in
the left wall outside the blade (X = 0) and has a constant slope in the rest. The pressure
is calculated as p = ρc2s/γ with γ = 5/3 the specific heat ratio and cs = 250 m/s the sound
speed.The cs value is one order of magnitude smaller than the real sound speed in liquid
sodium to keep a time step large enough for the simulation to remain tractable. The impact
on the simulations is small and the largely incompressible nature of the liquid sodium flow
is preserved (subsonic low Mach number flow or pseudo-incompressibility regime), because
the effective Mach number M = ‖~V ‖/cs ≈ 0.06 is lower than the transition Mach number
of 0.3 between incompressible and subsonic flows.
The numbers of grid points are typically 128 in the (X) and (Z) directions and 256 in the
(Y) direction for the simulations with kinetic Reynolds number Re = ρV L/ν = 200 (L = 1
m and ν the dynamic viscosity). We also perform simulations of higher grid resolution, 256
in the (X) and (Z) directions and 512 in the (Y) direction with kinetic Reynolds number
Re = 1000, to confirm the trends obtained in the parametric analysis for a model with
larger turbulence degree and a non steady evolution of the system. We consider only steady
state simulations with Re = 200 in the parametric study to save computational time due
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to the large number of different models analyzed. The authors demonstrated in previous
communications13,14 that simulations with Re = 200 show the same trends than turbulent
simulation with Re = 1000. In addition, Re = 200 simulations are more didactic to explain
the physical mechanisms, avoiding the complexity of turbulent Re = 1000 simulations with
precession vortex. The robustness of the model was further tested for different values
of magnetic diffusivity13 (λ) for a range of simulations with magnetic Reynolds number
Rm = V l/λ between 0.1 to 10
4. The effective magnetic Reynolds number of the numerical
magnetic diffusion η due to the model resolution corresponds to Rm = V L/η ≈ 6 · 10
3 in
the parametric analysis although in the high resolution models the value of the magnetic
diffusivity is selected to have Rm = 100 (Pm = Rm/Re = 0.1). It should be noted that in
the experiment the kinetic Reynolds number can reach 5 · 105 and the magnetic Reynolds
number is about 50 (for liquid sodium at 120oC), so the magnetic Prandtl number is about
Pm = 10
−5. A system with such kinetic Reynolds numbers is above the present numerical
capabilities by several orders of magnitude without a turbulence model.
FIG. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the VKS experiment geometry using straight blades, (B)
simulation domain for a portion of the flow in between two blades: X,Y and Z directions correspond
to local azimuthal, radial and vertical directions respectively with X ∈ [0, 2], Y∈ [0, 4] and Z ∈ [0, 2].
Several of the diagnostics used in the study are quantities averaged in a volume nearby the
whirl ([A] =
∫
Adxdydz/
∫
dxdydz) such as the kinetic energy [KE] = [ρv2/2], the magnetic
energy [ME] = [B2/(2µs)] (with µs the magnetic permeability of the sodium), the kinetic
helicity [KH ] = [~v · ~ω] (with ~ω = ~∇ × ~v the vorticity), the current helicity [JH ] = [ ~B · ~J ]
(with ~J = (~∇× ~B)/µs the current density) and the total helicity [HeT ] = [JH ]− [KH ]. In
addition, we analyze fluctuating quantities such as the kinetic helicity of the fluctuations
[KHf ], the current helicity [JHf ] and the total helicity [Hef ] as [Hef ] = [ ~B′ · ~J ′/ρ− ~v′ · ~ω′]
where the ′ denotes the fluctuating part with respect to the time-average (A′ = A− 〈A〉).
In the following, we consider as reference case the model with azimuthal RMF orientation
of intensity 10−3 T, Γ = 0.8, L = 1.0 m and D = 2 m. This model is identified as the TM
73 impeller configuration rotating in the unscooping direction. All the models analyzed are
summarized in the appendix Model summary.
III. EFFECT OF THE REMNANT MAGNETIC FIELD ORIENTATION
We have run several MHD simulations with the RMF oriented in the local azimuthal ~X,
radial ~Y and vertical ~Z direction. There is a generation of a magnetic field in the radial (Y)
direction and the magnetic field lines (Fig 2, black lines) are collimated by the whirl (Fig 2,
green lines) leading to a local enhancement of the magnetic field (Fig 2, pink isocontour).
The largest magnetic field is observed in the model with radial RMF orientation (Fig 2B)
and the smallest for the azimuthal orientation (Fig 2A), so the radial orientation leads to
the most efficient collimation of the magnetic field by the flows.
Figure 3 shows that regions of alignment of magnetic and velocity fields (blue isocontour
indicates angles smaller than 5o) are associated with a local maxima of the magnetic energy
(color bar, red color) and regions of anti-alignment with a local minima (red isocontour
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Magnetic (black) and velocity (green) field stream lines for a remnant mag-
netic field oriented in the local azimuthal (A), radial (B) and vertical (C) orientation. Isocontour
(pink) of the magnetic field is 0.005 T for the azimuthal orientation and 0.01 T for the other
orientations. Magnetic field module is plotted at Y = 2 plane (color bar).
indicates angles larger than 150o) inside the whirl. The vertical RMF orientation leads to
the angular distribution with the largest regions of anti-alignment (Fig 3C, white arrow),
while the azimuthal RMF orientation shows the angular distribution with largest regions
of alignment around the whirl (Fig 3A, black arrow). On the other side, the angular
distribution with the smallest anti-alignment region nearby the vortex is the case with
radial RMF orientation (Fig 3B). The configuration with radial RMF orientation shows
the strongest enhancement of the magnetic field, because the model has the most efficient
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collimation of the magnetic field by the helical flows, due to the presence of a wide region
of magnetic and velocity fields alignment nearby the vortex.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between velocity and
magnetic fields (color isocontours) for a RMF oriented in the azimuthal (A), radial (B) and vertical
(C) direction. Plane Y = 1 (t = 1.0 s). The region of parallel alignment between the velocity and
the magnetic fields is indicated by a black arrow and the region of anti-alignment by a white arrow.
To quantify the enhancement of the magnetic field for the different RMF orientations we
use the magnetic energy averaged in a region nearby the whirl (Fig. 4C). The model with
radial RMF orientation shows the largest amount of magnetic energy, more than six times
larger compared to the vertical RMF orientation and almost 40 times larger compared to the
azimuthal RMF case. In models with vertical and radial RMF orientation the magnetic field
reaches locally values larger than 10−1 T (103 gauss), driving an appreciable feedback on the
mean flow kinetic helicity (Fig 4A). This effect is not observed in the model with azimuthal
orientation because the magnetic field is not strong enough (around 10−2 T). Consequently,
the current helicity is 35 times larger for the radial RMF orientation compared to the
azimuthal RMF orientation and 2 times larger compared to the vertical RMF orientation
(Fig 4B). In all cases the total helicity is dominated by the kinetic term (Fig 4D).
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FIG. 4. (A) Kinetic helicity, (B) current helicity, (C) magnetic energy and (D) total helicity. The
solid line represents the model with local azimuthal orientation of the RMF, the dashed line the
radial orientation and the dotted line the vertical orientation. All values are averaged in a volume
localized around the whirl.
The helicity of the fluctuations is splitted in current JHf and kinetic KHf terms in figure
5. For all RMF orientations JHf dominates, particularly for the radial RMF orientation
that shows the largest total helicity of the fluctuations (Fig 5B), explaining why this model
is the most efficient to enhance the magnetic energy of the system: it is the model more
sensitive to the ferromagnetic boundary condition. In the following, we only show the values
of the fluctuations in the saturated regime for simplicity.
A pure radial RMF orientation is not possible in VKS experiments, it is mainly oriented
in the azimuthal orientation. The azimuthal RMF orientation is the less sensitive to the
ferromagnetic boundary conditions, so an improvement of the magnetic field collimation
requires a RMF orientation with larger components in the vertical and radial (poloidal)
directions.
IV. EFFECT OF THE REMNANT MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
In this section we perform a new set of simulations varying the intensity of the RMF
between the values B0/2, 2B0, 5B0 and 10B0, analyzing the effect of the RMF intensity
on the magnetic field collimation by the helical flows.
The study shows that switch the RMF intensity doesn’t modify the distribution of
aligned/anti-aligned regions of magnetic and velocity fields for a configuration with the
RMF oriented in the azimuthal direction (Fig 6). This points out that the magnetic field
is not large enough to affect the bulk flows, so the collimation of the magnetic field by the
flows is almost the same. The magnetic field is enhanced because the available magnetic
energy of the system is larger.
KH (Fig 7A), JH (Fig 7B) and magnetic energy (Fig 7C) increase with the RMF inten-
sity. The total helicity (Fig 7D) also increases with the RMF intensity except for models
with radial RMF orientation and intensities larger than 5 · 10−3 T, because the JH grows
faster than the KH leading to a drop of the total helicity, indicating that the magnetic
field enhancement is large enough to quench the bulk flows. The magnetic energy of the
system scales with the RMF intensity as ME ≈ B1.680 for a azimuthal RMF orientation,
ME ≈ B1.500 for the a radial RMF orientation and ME ≈ B
1.25
0 for a vertical RMF orien-
tation. Thus the azimuthal RMF orientation is the most efficient to increase the magnetic
energy of the system by enhancing the intensity of the RMF.
The helicity of the fluctuations for the models with azimuthal RMF orientation shows a
drop of the Hef if the RMF intensity increases (Table I), although Hef grows if the RMF
intensity decreases, pointing out that the magnetic field collimation efficiency decreases if
the RMF intensity increases. The reason is the decrease of the JHf while the KHf remains
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FIG. 5. Helicity of fluctuations: total (solid line), kinetic (dashed line) and current (dotted line)
fluctuating helicity for (A) azimuthal, (B) radial and (C) vertical RMF orientations. All values are
averaged in a volume localized around the whirl.
almost constant (except in the simulation with 10 times the RMF intensity, because the
magnetic field is large enough to affect the bulk flow, reducing slightly the KH). The total
helicity of the fluctuations is 5 times larger for the models with radial RMF if the intensity is
10 times higher, and the KHf enhancement is larger compared to the JHf . In the models
with vertical RMF and 10 times the RMF intensity, the total helicity of the fluctuation
decreases due to the drop of the KHf and JHf .
In summary, increasing the magnetic energy of the system by enhancing the RMF inten-
sity is less efficient as the RMF intensity increases.
V. EFFECT OF THE IMPINGING VELOCITY
In this section we study the effect of the Ekman velocity in the magnetic field collimation,
performing simulations with different impinging velocities.
The analysis points out that reduce the impinging velocity due to Ekman pumping, model
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between velocity and
magnetic fields (color isocontours) if the RMF intensity is half (A), 5 times (B) and 10 times (C)
the reference RMF intensity. Plane Y = 1 (t = 1.0 s). The region of parallel alignment between
the velocity and the magnetic fields is indicated by a black arrow and the region of anti-alignment
by a white arrow.
with Γ = 0.7, leads to a slight increase of the magnetic field collimation (Fig 8A), correlated
with a small reduction of the velocity and magnetic fields anti-alignment region nearby the
whirl vortex. Increasing the impinging velocity, model with Γ = 0.9, leads to a large
reduction of the magnetic field collimation (Fig 8B) and a large region of anti-alignment
nearby the whirl vortex.
For all RMF orientations the KH (Fig 9A) increases with Γ and the JH (Fig 9B) de-
creases. The total helicity (Fig 9D) is dominated by the KH term. The magnetic energy
(Fig 9C) decreases for all Γ = 0.9 models although it is almost the same for Γ = 0.7 and 0.8
models, because the KH decrease in Γ = 0.7 models is compensated by an enhancement of
the JH .
The Hef decreases if Γ increases and vice versa (Table II). For azimuthal and vertical
RMF orientations, reduce the impinging velocity leads to a decrease of the Hef , although
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FIG. 7. Dependency of the (A) kinetic helicity, (B) current helicity, (C), magnetic energy and (D)
total helicity with the RMF intensity. The solid line represents the model with local azimuthal
orientation of the RMF, the dashed line the radial and the dotted line the vertical orientation. All
values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl.
Model Hef KHf JHf
BXB0/2 0.22 0.22 0.44
BX5B0 0.11 0.13 0.24
BX10B0 −0.05 0.08 0.03
BY10B0 −25 9 −16
BZ10B0 0.09 0.19 0.28
TABLE I. Helicity of fluctuations (first column), kinetic (second column) and current (third col-
umn) fluctuating helicity for models with azimuthal RMF orientations and intensities of half, 5
times and 10 times the reference case, as well as models with radial and vertical RMF orientations
and an intensity 10 times the reference case. All values are averaged in a volume localized around
the whirl. Table units: 10−4 m/s2.
for a radial RMF orientation Hef is enhanced. Increase Γ leads to a reduction of the ratio
between KHf and JHf . The KHf dominates over the JHf in the models with azimuthal
and vertical RMF orientations.
Model Hef KHf JHf
BXΓ=0.7 −0.37 0.55 0.18
BXΓ=0.9 −0.24 0.06 −0.18
BYΓ=0.7 15.5 10.1 25.4
BYΓ=0.9 1.12 0.25 1.37
BZΓ=0.7 6.42 −0.11 6.31
BZΓ=0.9 −0.01 0.55 0.54
TABLE II. Helicity of the fluctuations (first column), kinetic (second column) and current (third
column) fluctuating helicity for models with azimuthal, radial and vertical RMF orientations with
Γ = 0.7 and 0.9. All values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl. Table units: 10−4
m/s2.
The enhancement of the impinging velocity for a ratio larger than Γ = 0.8 leads to a
decrease of the magnetic field collimation, however decrease Γ only improves slightly the
collimation of models with azimuthal and vertical RMF orientations, pointing out that the
optimal configuration must be in between Γ = 0.8 and 0.7.
The next step of the study is to analyze the magnetic field collimation by impellers with
different blade and base dimensions.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between the velocity and
the magnetic fields (color isocontours) for the models with Γ = 0.7 (A) and 0.9 (B) and azimuthal
RMF. Plane Y = 1 (t = 0.7 s). The region of parallel alignment between the velocity and the
magnetic fields is indicated by a black arrow and the region of anti-alignment by a white arrow.
FIG. 9. Dependency of (A) kinetic helicity, (B) current helicity, (C), magnetic energy and (D) total
helicity with Γ. The solid line represents the model with local azimuthal orientation of the RMF,
the dashed line the radial and the dotted line the vertical orientation. All values are averaged in a
volume localized around the whirl.
VI. EFFECT OF THE BLADE HEIGHT
In this section we study the effect of the blade height in the magnetic field collimation.
The analysis shows that decrease the blade height leads to a demise of the anti-alignment
region nearby the whirl vortex (Fig 10A). The whirl is more focused and localized so the
magnetic field collimation is enhanced. Increasing the blade height yields the opposite
scenario, the region of anti-alignment nearby the whirl vortex increases (Fig 10B), the whirl
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is wider, the magnetic field enhancement is weaker and the local maximum is located around
the whirl.
FIG. 10. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between velocity and
magnetic fields (color isocontours) for models with a blade height of L = 0.75 m (A) and L = 1.25
m (B) for an azimuthal RMF. Plane Y = 1 (t = 0.7 s). The region of parallel alignment between
the velocity and the magnetic fields is indicated by a black arrow and the region of anti-alignment
by a white arrow.
Reducing or increasing the blade height leads to a drop of the magnetic energy for all RMF
orientations except for the azimuthal orientation, showing a slight increase of the magnetic
energy if the blade height increases (Fig 11C). For all RMF orientations the configuration
with L = 0.75 m shows the largest total helicity and the configuration with L = 1.25
m the smallest (Fig 11D). The models with azimuthal RMF orientation have the largest
increment of the JH if the blade height decreases from L = 1.0 to 0.75 m, almost two
order of magnitude larger, although for the radial and vertical RMF orientations is only the
double (Fig 11B). The variation of the KH is similar for all RMF orientations (Fig 11A).
The helicity of the fluctuations is slightly larger on the model with azimuthal RMF orien-
tation if the blade height decreases (Table III) although the JHf is weaker, dominated by
the KHf and leading to a configuration less sensitive to the ferromagnetic boundary condi-
tions. For all the other RMF orientations and blade heights, the helicity of the fluctuation
is smaller and dominated by the KHf , except for the model with radial RMF orientation
and a blade height of L = 0.75, which JHf is still dominant.
The most efficient ratio between blade height and impeller base length (fixed) to enhance
the magnetic energy of the system is 0.5 for all RMF orientations except the azimuthal case.
For the azimuthal orientation the optimal ratio is in between 0.5 and 0.375.
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FIG. 11. Dependency of the (A) kinetic helicity, (B) current helicity, (C), magnetic energy and
(D) total helicity with the blade height. The solid line represents the model with local azimuthal
orientation of the RMF, the dashed line the radial and the dotted line the vertical orientation. All
values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl.
Model Hef KHf JHf
BXL=0.75 −0.31 0.33 0.02
BXL=1.25 −0.07 0.07 0.00
BYL=0.75 0.81 0.29 1.10
BYL=1.25 0.01 0.87 0.88
BZL=0.75 −0.10 0.27 0.17
BZL=1.25 −0.11 0.14 0.03
TABLE III. Helicity of the fluctuations (first column), kinetic (second column) and current (third
column) fluctuating helicity for models with azimuthal, radial and vertical RMF orientations with
L = 0.75 and 1.25 m. All values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl. Table units:
10−4 m/s2.
VII. EFFECT OF THE BASE LENGTH
We conclude the optimization analysis studying the effect of the base length on the
magnetic field collimation.
Compared to the reference case the study indicates that the model with an impeller base
length ofD = 1 m shows a weaker enhancement of the magnetic field and the whirl is located
closer to the left impeller blade (Fig 12A). No anti-alignment region nearby the whirl vortex
is observed. The model with an impeller base length of 1.5 m has a similar magnetic field
enhancement and angle distribution regarding to the reference case (Fig 12B). The model
with D = 2.5 m shows a smaller magnetic field and a wider whirl with a larger region of
anti-alignment nearby the vortex compared to the reference case (Fig 12C).
For all RMF orientations except the azimuthal RMF orientation, the configurations with
the largest magnetic energy are the models with an impeller base length of D = 2.0 m (Fig
13C). For the azimuthal RMF orientation the magnetic energy is slightly larger if D = 1.5
m. Reduce the impeller base length leads to a decrease of the KH (Fig 13A), however the
configurations with the largest JH are the models with an impeller length of D = 1.5 m
(Fig 13B), except for the cases with vertical RMF orientation that show the largest JH if
D = 2.0 m. The total helicity increases with the impeller length (Fig 13D), although it is
similar for D = 2.0 and D = 2.5 m configurations because the KH is smaller and the JH
decreases.
The Hef decreases with the impeller base length, similar for D = 2.5 and D = 2.0 m
models (Table IV). The KHf is larger than the JHf in the model D = 2.5 m, leading to
a weaker influence of the ferromagnetic boundary conditions and a lower enhancement of
the magnetic fields. The same trend is observed for other orientations, although the JHf
term is still dominant if the impeller base length is D = 1.5 m for radial and vertical RMF
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between velocity and
magnetic fields (color isocontours) for models with impeller base length of D = 1.0 m (A), 1.5
m (B) and 2.5 m (C) and a azimuthal RMF. Plane Y = 1 (t = 0.7 s). The region of parallel
alignment between the velocity and the magnetic fields is indicated by a black arrow and the
region of anti-alignment by a white arrow.
orientations.
The analysis indicates that the optimum ratio between blade height (fixed) and impeller
base length to enhance the magnetic field collimation is 0.5 for all RMF orientations, except
the azimuthal orientation whose optimal ratio is in between 0.5 and 0.375.
VIII. DYNAMO LOOP
We further quantify the efficiency of the models magnetic field collimation analyzing the
9 components of the helicity tensor hij (data not shown), defined as:
hij = ǫikn〈u
′
k∂ju
′
n〉 (1)
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FIG. 13. Dependency of the (A) kinetic helicity, (B) current helicity, (C), magnetic energy and
(D) total helicity with the impeller base length. The solid line represents the model with local
azimuthal RMF orientation, the dashed line the radial and the dotted line the vertical orientation.
All values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl.
Model Hef KHf JHf
BXD=1.5 −0.08 0.08 0.00
BXD=2.5 −0.13 0.31 0.18
BYD=1.5 1.77 0.14 1.91
BYD=2.5 0.41 0.2.08 2.49
BZD=1.5 0.05 0.04 0.09
BZD=2.5 −1.32 2.94 1.62
TABLE IV. Helicity of the fluctuations (first column), kinetic (second column) and current (third
column) fluctuating helicity for models with impeller base length of D = 1.0 m, 1.5 m and 2.5 m
for an azimuthal RMF. All values are averaged in a volume localized around the whirl. Table units:
10−4 m/s2.
We use the helicity tensor to estimate the classical mean field dynamo mechanisms occurring
in the vicinity of the impeller. We quantify the hypothetical α2 dynamo loop based on the
toroidal magnetic field regeneration (Bx) from the poloidal magnetic field (By and Bz)
through helicoidal motion. The main dynamo loops are:
By
hyy,hzy
−−−−−→ Bx
hxx,hzx
−−−−−→ By (2)
Bz
hzz,hyz
−−−−→ Bx
hyx,hxx
−−−−−→ Bz (3)
The toroidal imposed velocity field experiences a vertical shear in the vicinity of the impeller
that can also regenerate the Bx component from Bz, resulting in an Ω − α dynamo loop.
The hypothetical Ω-α dynamo loop is defined as:
Bz
Ω′
−→ Bx
hyx,hxx
−−−−−→ Bz (4)
with Ω
′
= ∂ < ux > /∂z = (< ux >top − < ux >bottom)/Lblade), Lblade the blade height,
< ux >top the azimuthal averaged velocity at the top of the impeller and < ux >bottom= 0
the velocity at the bottom of the impeller, traduced in the products: (Ω′hyx) and (Ω
′hxx).
To assess the study of the configurations that leads to the largest dynamo loop enhance-
ment we define the gain factor G, the ratio between the dynamo loop components of the
model and the dynamo loop components of the reference case (TM 73). The gain factor is
defined for the α2 dynamo loop as:
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Gij,km =
|〈hijhkm〉|model
|〈hijhkm〉|TM73
(5)
and for the Ω-α dynamo loop as:
Gim =
|〈Ω
′
him〉|model
|〈Ω′hkm〉|TM73
(6)
To identify the dominant dynamo loop we compute the autocorrelation time Cτ and the
autocorrelation distance Cd of the mean velocity, because from the dimensional analysis:
[hijhkmδjk] =
[
Cd
Cτ
Ω
′
him
]
(7)
A detailed definition of the autocorrelation functions of time and distance is included in
the appendix Autocorrelation. The autocorrelation factor is Cd/Cτ ≈ 0.25 m/s for the
reference case. In tables V and VI we show the gain factor of the hypothetical α2 dynamo
loop. The table VII (columns 1 and 2) shows the gain factor of the hypothetical Ω-α
dynamo loop. The radial (BYB0 model) and vertical (BZB0 model) RMF orientations lead
to an enhancement of the hypothetical α2 and Ω-α dynamo loops, particularly for the radial
orientation. If the RMF intensity in the toroidal direction is reduced by half of the reference
case intensity (BXB0/2 model) there is a drop of almost two orders of magnitude in the α
2
dynamo loop components, although the components of the Ω-α dynamo loop are nearly the
same. Increase the RMF intensity yields an enhancement of the dynamo loop components
only for the BX5B0 model, but not for the BX10B0 model, pointing out that the efficiency of
α2 and Ω-α dynamo loops drop if the RMF intensity increases. The hypothetical α2 dynamo
loop is weaker if the RMF intensity increases for a RMF oriented in the vertical direction
(BZ10B0 model), although the hypothetical Ω-α dynamo loop remains almost the same. If
the intensity of a RMF oriented in the radial direction increases, both dynamo loops are
enhanced more than one order of magnitude (BY10B0 model). Γ0.7 model shows a slightly
enhancement of the α2 and Ω-α dynamo loops, although Γ0.9 model leads to a weaker α
2
(almost two orders of magnitude smaller compared to the reference case) and Ω-α dynamo
loops (half of the reference case). Reducing the height of the blades (L0.75 model) leads
to a slightly weaker α2 dynamo loop and a small enhancement of the Ω-α dynamo loop,
although both dynamos loops are strongly weakened if the blade height increases (L1.25
model). Reducing or increasing the impeller base length leads to a weaker α2 dynamo loop
and a small enhancement of the Ω-α dynamo loop.
We calculate the ratio between the largest component of the Ω-α and α2 dynamo loops
defined as (table 6, column 3):
P =
|〈Ω
′
him〉|max
|〈hijhkmδjk〉|max
(8)
The model BZB0 has the smallest P ratio, followed by BYB0 and BY10B0 cases. Model
L1.25 shows the largest P ratio followed by cases BXB0/2 and Γ0.9. In summary, P ratio
increases (Ω-α dynamo loop is reinforced) if: the RMF intensity is enhanced, Γ value
increases to 0.9, the blade height is higher or the impeller base length decreases (smaller
distance between blades). P ratio drops if: the RMF is oriented in vertical or radial
directions, Γ value is reduced to 0.7, the blade height decreases or the impeller base length
increases (larger distance between blades). It should be noted that the dominant mechanism
in all the simulations is the Ω−α dynamo loop, one to two orders of magnitude larger than
the α2 dynamo loop.
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BYB0
Gyy,zx = 0.80 Gyy,xx = 21.7 Gzy,xx = 50.3 Gzy,zx = 1.86
Gzz,yx = 46.3 Gzz,xx = 30.1 Gyz,yx = 60.2 Gyz,xx = 39.1
BZB0
Gyy,zx = 16.1 Gyy,xx = 58.1 Gzy,xx = 74.0 Gzy,zx = 20.5
Gzz,yx = 99.5 Gzz,xx = 77.5 Gyz,yx = 28.0 Gyz,xx = 21.8
BXB0/2
Gyy,zx = 0.01 Gyy,xx = 0.04 Gzy,xx = 0.02 Gzy,zx = 0.01
Gzz,yx = 0.04 Gzz,xx = 0.02 Gyz,yx = 0.42 Gyz,xx = 0.25
BX5B0
Gyy,zx = 1.47 Gyy,xx = 5.01 Gzy,xx = 6.36 Gzy,zx = 1.87
Gzz,yx = 9.25 Gzz,xx = 6.30 Gyz,yx = 3.82 Gyz,xx = 2.60
BX10B0
Gyy,zx = 0.27 Gyy,xx = 1.99 Gzy,xx = 2.97 Gzy,zx = 0.41
Gzz,yx = 3.60 Gzz,xx = 2.37 Gyz,yx = 3.25 Gyz,xx = 2.14
BY10B0
Gyy,zx = 23.5 Gyy,xx = 149 Gzy,xx = 136 Gzy,zx = 21.4
Gzz,yx = 60.2 Gzz,xx = 40.1 Gyz,yx = 44.5 Gyz,xx = 29.6
BZ10B0
Gyy,zx = 0.05 Gyy,xx = 0.27 Gzy,xx = 0.40 Gzy,zx = 0.07
Gzz,yx = 0.14 Gzz,xx = 0.22 Gyz,yx = 0.43 Gyz,xx = 0.68
TABLE V. Gain factor of the hypothetical α2 dynamo loop components.
Γ0.7
Gyy,zx = 4.94 Gyy,xx = 16.1 Gzy,xx = 1.10 Gzy,zx = 0.34
Gzz,yx = 0.53 Gzz,xx = 2.43 Gyz,yx = 1.14 Gyz,xx = 5.25
Γ0.9
Gyy,zx = 0.03 Gyy,xx = 0.13 Gzy,xx = 0.10 Gzy,zx = 0.03
Gzz,yx = 0.13 Gzz,xx = 0.16 Gyz,yx = 0.03 Gyz,xx = 0.04
L0.75
Gyy,zx = 0.15 Gyy,xx = 0.52 Gzy,xx = 0.59 Gzy,zx = 0.17
Gzz,yx = 0.48 Gzz,xx = 0.12 Gyz,yx = 2.44 Gyz,xx = 0.61
L1.25
Gyy,zx = 0.00 Gyy,xx = 0.00 Gzy,xx = 0.35 Gzy,zx = 0.01
Gzz,yx = 0.01 Gzz,xx = 0.16 Gyz,yx = 0.01 Gyz,xx = 0.18
D1.5
Gyy,zx = 0.00 Gyy,xx = 0.30 Gzy,xx = 1.15 Gzy,zx = 0.02
Gzz,yx = 0.87 Gzz,xx = 0.82 Gyz,yx = 0.09 Gyz,xx = 0.09
D2.5
Gyy,zx = 0.06 Gyy,xx = 0.51 Gzy,xx = 2.38 Gzy,zx = 0.28
Gzz,yx = 1.63 Gzz,xx = 3.63 Gyz,yx = 1.04 Gyz,xx = 2.31
TABLE VI. Gain factor of the hypothetical α2 dynamo loop components.
IX. OPTIMIZATION STUDY
In this section we perform simulations with higher resolution and larger turbulence de-
gree to confirm the optimization trends obtained by the dynamo loop study if the system
evolution is non stationary. We study two configurations: optimized model (set up with
parameters that leads to an improved magnetic field collimation compared to the reference
case) and non optimized model (set up with parameter that leads to a weaker magnetic
field collimation compared to the reference case). Table VIII shows the parameter of the
optimized and non optimized models.
The evolution of the kinetic (Fig 14A), current (Fig 14B) and total helicity (Fig 14D) show
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Model G(Ω
′
hyx) G(Ω
′
hxx) P
Reference 1 1 174
BYB0 13.4 8.69 33.2
BZB0 16.4 12.80 20.8
BXB0/2 0.90 0.53 515
BX5B0 5.09 3.46 69.1
BX10B0 3.50 2.30 122
BY10B0 17.87 11.9 39.2
BZ10B0 0.68 1.09 237
Γ0.7 1.04 4.79 128
Γ0.9 0.45 0.53 477
L0.75 2.80 0.70 152
L1.25 0.02 0.56 616
D1.5 1.48 1.39 273
D2.5 1.48 3.28 113
TABLE VII. Gain factor of the hypothetical Ω-α dynamo loop components (columns 1 and 2) and
the ratio of the largest components of the Ω-α and α2 (Bz → Bx → Bz) hypothetical dynamo
loops (column 3).
Optimized Model
Γ L (m) D (m) ~B (10−3 T)
0.75 0.9 1.75 (0.9,0.3,0.3)
Non optimized Model
Γ L (m) D (m) ~B (10−3 T)
0.9 1.25 2.5 (1,0,0)
TABLE VIII. Parameters of the optimized and non optimized high resolution models
larger averaged values in the optimized model, as well as an averagedmagnetic energy almost
20 times larger compared to the non optimized model, pointing out that the optimization
trends obtained by the parametric study leads to an enhancement of the dynamo loop even
if the system evolution is non stationary.
FIG. 14. Kinetic helicity(A), current helicity (B), magnetic energy (C) and total helicity (D) in
the high resolution simulations for the optimized (black line) and non optimized (red line) models.
The helical flows (green lines) in the optimized model (Fig 15B) indicate a focused whirl
with the local maximum of the magnetic field (purple iso-contour |B| = 0.1 T) located along
the whirl vortex, leading to an efficient collimation of the magnetic field lines (black lines) by
the impinging flow. For the non optimized model (Fig 15A) the whirl is wider and the local
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maximum of the magnetic field is located around the whirl (purple iso-countour |B| = 0.02
T), pointing out that the magnetic field lines collimation is less efficient compared to the
optimized model.
FIG. 15. (Color online) Magnetic (black) and velocity (green) field stream lines for the non opti-
mized (A) and optimized cases. Isocontour (pink) of the magnetic field is 0.02 T (0.1 T) for the
non optimized (optimized) model. Magnetic field module is plotted at Y = 2 plane (color bar).
The non optimized model has a region of anti-alignment between velocity and magnetic
fields near the whirl vortex (Fig 16A), correlated with a local minimum of the magnetic
field (white arrow). In addition, the local maximum of the magnetic field is correlated with
a region of velocity and magnetic fields alignment around the whirl (black arrow). The
whirl in the optimized model (Fig 16B) is more focused and no anti-alignment region is
observed nearby the vortex. It should be noted that the whirl in the optimized model is
located closer to the impeller, particularly to the base of the impeller, leading to a stronger
effect of the ferromagnetic boundary conditions on the whirl evolution and an enhancement
of the dynamo loop, effect already observed in previous studies13.
In summary, the optimization trends obtained in the parametric studies are validated in a
model with non steady evolution and higher turbulence degree, leading to an improvement
of the magnetic field collimation and an enhancement of the magnetic energy of the system.
X. DISCUSSION
The present study identifies several optimization trends to enhance the magnetic field col-
limation by helicoidal flows in between the impeller blades for a numerical set up inspired
in the VKS experiment. Among the models analyzed in the parametric study, including
different parameter set ups changing the remnant magnetic field orientation and intensity,
impinging velocity field due to Ekman pumping and the impeller dimensions, several config-
urations show the generation of stronger magnetic fields compared with the reference case,
namely the TM73 impeller configuration rotating in the unscooping direction.
The magnetic field lines collimation is more efficient if the remnant magnetic field is ori-
ented in the radial direction followed by the vertical orientation, although the azimuthal
orientation, dominant in the experiment, is the less efficient. The device optimization re-
quires a remnant magnetic field not purely oriented in the azimuthal direction, because if
there is a non negligible poloidal term (vertical + radial), the magnetic field is more effi-
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Module of the magnetic field (color bar) and angle between velocity and
magnetic fields (color isocontours) for the non optimized (A) and nonn optimized (B) models. The
region of parallel alignment between the velocity and the magnetic fields is indicated by a black
arrow and the region of anti-alignment by a white arrow.
ciently collimated and the magnetic energy of the system increases. In addition, increasing
the intensity of the remnant magnetic field also leads to a larger content of the system mag-
netic energy, although the enhancement is smaller as the remnant magnetic field intensity
rises, pointing out that the improvement of the VKS experiment performance using this
procedure is constrained.
A larger impinging velocity by Ekman pumping, increasing Γ from 0.8 to 0.9, leads to a
drop of the magnetic field collimation efficiency, however the collimation slightly improves if
the Ekman pumping is reduced from Γ = 0.8 to 0.7. Consequently, the optimal configuration
requires a Γ between 0.7 and 0.8.
If the impeller geometry is modified, the largest enhancement of the magnetic field col-
limation is driven in configurations with a ratio blade height / base length in between
[0.375 − 0.5] for an azimuthal RMF orientation, and 0.5 for radial and vertical orienta-
tions. This model is an idealized version of the real VKS experiment, the blades are not
straight neither parallel, although the analysis conclusions are valid in the impeller regions
that satisfy this ratio, leading to an enhanced magnetic field collimation. Nevertheless, the
conclusion is only suitable for configurations with comparable Ekman pumping than the
reference case, so a dedicated parametric study is required to identify the optimal Γ if the
impeller geometry changes.
The implementation of present study optimization trends in VKS experiment is straight-
forward for the impeller dimensions or the impinging flows, because these improvements
can be achieved by the modification of the blade curvature (topology) and the ration blade
height / base length. On the other hand, the effect of the RMF on VKS performance is
more subtle, because it is linked to the preconditioning of the impeller before the experi-
ment. The RMF in the impeller depends on the magnetic fields driven by dynamo action
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and external sources in previous VKS runs, so it is difficult to control the RMF orientation
and intensity. Due to the properties of the magnetic field driven by dynamo action on VKS,
the RMF orientation is mainly toroidal so it cant be consider as an experimental parameter
to be modified in present VKS configuration, although in future VKS experiments or other
liquid metal experiments, the RMF can be modified inducing currents in the impeller. Con-
sequently, even if the conclusions derived from RMF orientation analysis cant be applied in
present VKS experiment, we consider this study a relevant theoretical exercise for future
liquid metal experiment designs. Beside that, the optimization trends related to the RMF
intensity can be tested in VKS, because the intensity of the RMF is determined by the
strength of the magnetic field driven by dynamo action and external sources, so it can be
considered as an experimental parameter even though it is difficult to control. It should be
noted that we don’t include in the analysis feedback effects between different experimental
parameters, although the trends found in the study are robust because we identify VKS
performance optimization as an improvement of the magnetic field collimation by the flows,
further confirmed by an enhancement of the dynamo loops, so that tendency must remain
valid in first approximation.
The analysis of the dynamo loop features using the mean field dynamo theory shows
that the Ω-α dynamo loop is between one and two orders of magnitude larger compared
to the α2 dynamo loop in the simulations, although the hypothetical α2 dynamo loop is
enhanced if the RMF is oriented in the vertical or radial direction, the ratio between the
impeller blade height and the impeller base length is 0.5 or the Ekman pumping drops
to Γ = 0.7. Increasing the RMF intensity leads to a weaker α2 dynamo loop, except
for the model with the RMF oriented in the radial direction. The models discussed in
the dynamo loop analysis are steady state simulations because the turbulence level is not
large enough to drive the oscillatory evolution observed in models with Re = 1000, so the
hypothetical Ω-α dynamo loop is dominant compared with the α2 dynamo loop, although
the configuration with the RMF oriented in the radial or vertical directions have a large
contribution of the α2 dynamo loop. We also performed simulations with larger resolution
and non steady evolution of the model to confirm the optimization trends observed in the
dynamo loop analysis of steady state models. The optimized high resolution model shows
an enhancement of the dynamo loop and a more efficient collimation of the magnetic field
lines compared to the non optimized model, validating the optimization trends.
In the real VKS operation regime, Re ≈ 10
6 so the turbulence level is much larger than
in the simulations and the α2 dynamo loop must be further reinforced. On the other hand,
the enhancement of the differential rotation via e.g. differential rotation of the impeller may
counterbalance this effect, and favor local α−Ω or α2 −Ω dynamo mechanisms. Several of
the configurations analyzed show an important enhancement of the α2 dynamo loop even
for steady state model, pointing out that such configurations in VKS operation regimes
could show a dominant α2 rather than Ωα2 or Ωα dynamo loops. This result opens the
possibility to operate the VKS device using configurations optimized to generate dynamos
with dominant α2 or Ωα2 dynamo loops.
Next table IX summarizes the study results indicating the optimal VKS configuration in
the parameter space analyzed to enhance the magnetic field collimation:
L/D Γ | ~B|
0.375 − 0.5 0.7− 0.8 ME ≈ B1.680
TABLE IX. Optimal configuration.
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Appendix A: Model summary
Table X shows the model names, the remnant magnetic field orientation and intensities,
Γ values, impeller base lengths D and blade heights L. The reference model is the case
with azimuthal RMF orientation of intensity 10−3 T, Γ = 0.8, L = 1.0 m and D = 2 m,
identified as the TM 73 impeller configuration rotating in the unscooping direction. The
name code shows the remnant magnetic field orientation (”BX”, ”BY” or ”BZ”) and the
subindex indicates the parameter modified regarding the reference model (except models
BYB0 and BZB0 where only the RMF orientation is different compared to the reference
case).
Model ~B (10−3 T) Γ L (m) D (m)
TM 73 (1,0,0) 0.8 1 2
BXB0/2 (0.5,0,0) 0.8 1 2
BX5B0 (5,0,0) 0.8 1 2
BX10B0 (10,0,0) 0.8 1 2
BXΓ=0.7 (1,0,0) 0.7 1 2
BXΓ=0.9 (1,0,0) 0.9 1 2
BXL=0.75 (1,0,0) 0.8 0.75 2
BXL=1.25 (1,0,0) 0.8 1.25 2
BXD=1.0 (1,0,0) 0.8 1 1.0
BXD=1.5 (1,0,0) 0.8 1 1.5
BXD=2.5 (1,0,0) 0.8 1 2.5
BYB0 (0,1,0) 0.8 1 2
BYB0/2 (0,0.5,0) 0.8 1 2
BY5B0 (0,5,0) 0.8 1 2
BY10B0 (0,10,0) 0.8 1 2
BYΓ=0.7 (0,1,0) 0.7 1 2
BYΓ=0.9 (0,1,0) 0.9 1 2
BYL=0.75 (0,1,0) 0.8 0.75 2
BYL=1.25 (0,1,0) 0.8 1.25 2
BYD=1.0 (0,1,0) 0.8 1 1.0
BYD=1.5 (0,1,0) 0.8 1 1.5
BYD=2.5 (0,1,0) 0.8 1 2.5
BZB0 (0,0,1) 0.8 1 2
BZB0/2 (0,0,0.5) 0.8 1 2
BZ5B0 (0,0,5) 0.8 1 2
BZ10B0 (0,0,10) 0.8 1 2
BZΓ=0.7 (0,0,1) 0.7 1 2
BZΓ=0.9 (0,0,1) 0.9 1 2
BZL=0.75 (0,0,1) 0.8 0.75 2
BZL=1.25 (0,0,1) 0.8 1.25 2
BZD=1.0 (0,0,1) 0.8 1 1.0
BZD=1.5 (0,0,1) 0.8 1 1.5
BZD=2.5 (0,0,1) 0.8 1 2.5
TABLE X. Model summary
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Appendix B: Autocorrelation
Definition of the time autocorrelation function of the velocity averaged in the az-
imuthal/toroidal direction (F (τ)):
Fi(τ) =
∫ tf
t0
〈ui(t)〉 〈ui(t+ τ)〉 dt∫ tf
t0
〈ui(t)〉
2
with 〈〉 indicating an average in the toroidal direction. The autocorrelation time of the
velocity averaged in the toroidal direction (Cτ ) is defined as the time (t) when F (t =
t0 + τ) < F (t0)/2, with i = 1, 2, 3 the velocity components and τ the time lag.
Definition of the length autocorrelation function of the velocity averaged in the toroidal
direction (F (d)):
Fi(d) =
∫ rf
r0
〈ui(r)〉 〈ui(r + d)〉 dr∫ rf
r0
〈ui〉 (r)2
the autocorrelation length of the velocity averaged in the toroidal direction (Cd) is defined
as the length (r) where F (r = r0 + d) < F (r0)/2 with d the length lag.
Table XI shows the autocorrelation factor for each model:
Model Cd / Cτ (m/s)
Reference 0.25
BYB0 0.19
BZB0 0.18
BXB0/2 0.17
BX5B0 0.18
BX10B0 0.18
BY10B0 0.19
BZ10B0 0.19
Γ0.7 0.18
Γ0.9 0.20
L0.75 0.17
L1.25 0.27
D1.5 0.23
D2.5 0.18
TABLE XI. Autocorrelation factor.
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